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Abstract 

 
Methods of revealing of transfer sequence existence 

of the length not more l for a set of states (internal 
states) without deriving the sequence itself and finding 
the shortest transfer sequence of the length not more l 
for a sequential circuit are developed. The methods are 
based on applying operations either on full ROBDDs, 
representing transition functions or fragments of these 
ROBDDs. Multiplications of the proper ROBDDs are 
executed with using full ROBDDs but summations - 
with using ROBDDs fragments. It is setup that for 
revealing transfer sequence existence we may use 
ROBDDs fragments depending on only state variables. 
When finding the shortest sequence we use ROBDDs 
so that each path originated by state variables has the 
only prolongation among input variables. The initial 
state of a sequential circuit is given. Set M0 of states 
one of which has to be reached is represented by the 
ROBDD. 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 

The problem of finding transfer sequences for 
sequential circuits is connected with providing 
reliability of their functioning. We need solve this 
problem, for example, when finding test sequence for 
hard detectable faults. In this case, we may represent 
all test patterns of such fault [1] with ROBDD using a 
combinational part of a sequential circuit and extract 
set M0 of internal states from these test patterns. Then 
any transfer sequence into M0 is the test sequence for 
the hard detectable fault. Hardware Trojan Circuits [2] 
may be included in sequential circuit and triggered 
when reaching an internal state from set M0. If 
suspicious poles for including Trojan Circuits are 
found, it may be enough to reveal transfer sequences 
existence into the proper set of internal states without 

finding sequences themselves. In this paper methods of 
revealing of transfer sequence existence of the length 
not more l for set M0 of internal states and finding the 
shortest transfer sequence of the length not more l for a 
sequential circuit are developed. The methods are 
based on applying operations either on ROBDDs (full 
ROBDDs), representing transition functions or 
fragments of these ROBDDs. Multiplications of the 
proper ROBDDs are executed with using full ROBDDs 
but summations - with using the ROBDD fragments. It 
is setup that for revealing transfer sequence existence 
we may use the ROBDDs fragments depending on 
only state variables. When we find the shortest 
sequence we may use ROBDDs for which a path 
originated by state variables has the only prolongation 
among input variables. Note that set M0 of internal 
states is represented by the ROBDD. 

In Section 2 a method of revealing transfer 
sequence existence is represented. In Section 3 an 
algorithm of finding the shortest transfer sequence for 
a sequential circuit is suggested.  

 
2. Revealing of transfer sequence 

existence 
 
Let set М0 of internal states be represented by 

ROBDD Rs0. Try to reveal transfer sequence existence 
into M0 of the length not more l. We mean a sequence 
that reaches some state from М0. 

Let ROBDD Rzi represents transition function of a 
sequential circuit corresponding to state (internal) 
variable zi. When deriving Rzi, we first execute 
Shannon decomposition for state variables z1,…, zp and 
then for input variables x1,…,xn. ROBDD Rkj is 
obtained by a multiplication of ROBDDs 
corresponding to state variables of product kj originated 
by ROBDD Rs0 path .We take into consideration signs 
of inversion of kj variables.  

Remind that mutually inversion ROBDDs differ by 
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a permutation of their terminal nodes.  
Present full state of sequential circuit by Boolean 

vector depending on input and state variables. First 
input variables are enumerated.  

Denote М(kj) as a set of internal states 
represented by kj .  

ROBDD Rkj presents all full states from which one 
step transitions into states of М(kj) are executed.    

Let М(Rkj) be a set of internal states reachable by 
one step transition from full states represented by 
ROBDD Rkj. 

Proposal 1. М(kj) contains М(Rkj). 
Proof. Based on the construction of ROBDD Rkj, we 

conclude that any Boolean vector representing full 
state of sequential circuit and turning  the product 
originated by the path connecting ROBDD Rkj root 
with its 1 terminal node into1, provides the one step 
transition in one of states of М(kj). It means that М(kj) 
contains М(Rkj). The proposal is proved. 

Proposal 2. Initial fragment δ of a path connecting 
ROBDD Rkj root with its first internal node marked by 
input variable represents a set of internal states from 
which some states of М(kj) are reachable by one step 
transition. 

Proof. Fragment δ originates some full states 
providing transitions into states of М(kj). The proposal 
is proved. 

Note that correspondence between a previous 
internal state and the next internal state (reachable by 
one step transition) is provided by the previous full 
state. We are not interested in this correspondence but 
only in a set of previous internal states so that each its 
element guarantees one step transition into states of 
М(kj). That is why we may consider only δ fragments 
which contains ROBDD Rkj. Extract these fragments 
from Rkj as follows.  

1). Exclude from Rkj internal nodes marked by input 
variables. 

2). Hanging edges connect with 1 terminal node. 
3). Simplify the obtained graph in a conventional 

way. 
As a result we derive ROBDD Rkj*. This ROBDD 

presents all internal states providing one step 
transitions into next internal states from М(kj) at the 
expense of the proper input states. 

 Consider an example to illustrate deriving ROBDD 
Rkj*. 

We have Sum of Products (SoP) depending on input 
and state variables. 

21212121212121212121 zzxxzzxxzzxxzzxxzzxx ∨∨∨∨
The ordering set of variables is as follows: z1,z2,x1,x2. 
The corresponding ROBDD is shown in Fig.1. 

 

 
Figure 1. ROBDD implementing SoP 

Executing points 1-3 we have the following 
sequence of graphs (Fig.2a-c). 
 

 
               Figure 2a.                              Figure 2b. 
             Excluding nodes           Connecting of hanging 

edges 

 
        Figure 2c. ROBDD 

Note that we simplify the graph obtained in point 2. 
Fig. 2c represents the result. 

Derive ROBDDs Rkj* for all paths connecting 
ROBDD Rs0 root with its 1 terminal node. As only a 
fact of one step transition into internal states of set M0 

it is important for us, and we are not interested in 
correspondence between a previous and the next 
internal states we may summarize all ROBDDs Rkj* to 
get resulting ROBDD Rs1.  

Having got Rs1 we then get ROBDDs Rs2, Rs3 ,…,Rsl 
in a similar way. 

Let α presents an initial internal state of a sequential 
circuit. 

Proposal 3. If a substitution of vector α into 
ROBDD Rs1 turns this ROBDD into1, then there exists 
one step transition from α into some internal state from 
M0. 
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Proof. Turning ROBDD Rs1 into 1 means that one 
product originated by the path of the ROBDD is turned 
into 1. Consequently, there exists at least one transition 
from α into some states from M0 (different inputs 
vectors may provide reaching several states from 
M0).The proposal is proved.  

 For current ROBDD Rsi we execute a substitution 
of vector α. If α turns Rsi into1, we stop calculations. 
Show that then value i is the length of the shortest 
sequence that guarantees reaching some state from M0. 

Proposal 4. If a substitution of vector α into 
ROBDD Rsi turns the ROBDD into 1then there exists a 
sequence of the length i that guarantees reaching some 
state from M0.  

Proof. Turning ROBDD Rsi  into 1on α means that 
there exists one step transition from α into one of states 
represented by ROBDD Rsi-1 , then  - into  one of states 
represented by Rsi-2 and so on until we get  one of state 
from  M0. The proposal is proved.  

When current i=l but ROBDD Rsl  can not be turned 
into 1 on α we conclude that there is no a sequence of 
the length not more l that reaches a state from M0. 

 
3. Finding the shortest transfer sequence 

into M0. 
  
We use the same set of states M0 represented with 

ROBDD Rs0. It is necessary to find the shortest transfer 
sequence of the length not more l. It does not matter 
which internal state from M0 is reached. 

Derive ROBDD Rkj for each product kj originated 
by the path from Rs0 in the above mentioned way. For 
each internal state represented by initial fragment δ of 
a path connecting ROBDD Rkj root with 1 terminal 
node we provide existence at least one full state. From 
such full state there exists one step transition into the 
state from M0. (ROBDD Rkj represents all such full 
states). 

Proposal 5. Initial  fragment δ of a path connecting 
ROBDD Rkj root with its first internal node marked by 
any input variable represents a set of internal states 
from which there exist one step transitions into the 
states from М(kj). A prolongation of δ till 1-terminal 
node of Rkj originates full states providing such 
transitions. 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposal 2. 
Taking into consideration proposal 5 we simplify 

ROBDD Rkj as follows. . 
1. Separate a set of internal nodes marked by input 

variables that are connected at least with one internal 
node marked by a state variable.  

2. For each separated node find one path connecting 
it with 1 terminal node of Rkj, the shorter path the 

better.  
3. If in obtained graph there are nodes from which 

only one edge runs, we connect the second edge with 0 
terminal node. 

The simplification procedure is illustrated in Fig. 
3a-3b. Initial ROBDD is represented in Fig. 1.  

 
 

 
Figure 3a. ROBDD with separated nodes 

 
Figure 3b. Simplified ROBDD 

The simplified graph is denoted as Rkj**. Take into 
consideration that different δ fragments of ROBDD 
Rkj** are pairwise orthogonal but prolongations of these 
fragments may be not orthogonal. 

Let М(Rkj**) be a set of internal states that are one 
step reachable from full states represented by ROBDD 
Rkj**. 

Proposal 6. М(kj) contains М(Rkj**). 
Proof. Under construction of Rkj** we have the 

following. Any Boolean vector of input and state 
variables of a sequential circuit that turns the product  
originated by the path connecting ROBDD Rkj** root 
with 1 terminal node into 1 provides one step transition 
into the internal state from М(kj) . The proposal is 
proved . 

Corollary. М(Rkj**) ⊆ М(Rkj) ⊆ М(kj)  
Remind that p is the number of state variables of a 

sequential circuit. After completing all δ fragments of 
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ROBDD Rkj**till products of rank p we get products 
representing all internal states from which there exist 
one step transitions  into internal states of a set М(kj) . 
Moreover for each such internal state there is at least 
one full state providing this transition, 

Derive Rkj** in a similar way for each path 
connecting ROBDD Rs0 root with 1 terminal node.  

Summarize all ROBDDs Rkj** to get resulting 
ROBDD Rs1*. 

Derive Rs1from Rs1* in the way suggested in Section 
2.  

Then in the above mentioned way we get ROBDDs 
Rs2*, Rs3* ,…,Rsl*.  

Remind that α is an initial internal state of a 
sequential circuit. 

Proposal 7. If a substitution of vector α into 
ROBDD Rs1* turns one of fragment δ of this ROBDD 
into1, then there exists one step transition from α into 
some internal state from M0 by input state represented 
with the Boolean vector turning the prolongation of δ 
into1. 

Proof. It means that there exists the full state 
providing one step transition into the internal state 
from M0. The proposal is proved.  

For current ROBDD Rsi* execute a substitution of 
vector α. If α turns some fragment δ of Rsi* into 1, we 
stop calculations. Then i is the length of the shortest 
sequence that guarantees reaching some state from M0. 

Proposal 8. If a substitution of vector α into 
ROBDD Rsi* turns some fragment δ of this ROBDD 
into 1 then there exists a sequence of the length i that 
guarantees reaching some state from M0.  

Proof. It means that there exists the full state 
providing one step transition into the internal state 
from a set represented by Rsi-1 , then  - into one of 
states represented by Rsi-2 and so on when we get  one 
of state from M0. The proposal is proved.   

When current i is equal to l and any fragment δ of 
ROBDD Rsl* cannot be turned into 1 on α we conclude 
that there is no a transfer sequence of the length not 
more l that reaches a state from M0. 

Algorithm of finding the shortest transfer 
sequence into M0  

Let keep Rs0, Rs1*,…,Rsi*. Here i is the length of the 
shortest transfer sequence into M0. Find one of these 

sequence. For that we find a prolongation (product of 
input variables) of fragment δ from Rsi** where δ is 
turned into 1 on vector α. The Boolean vector of input 
variables that turns the product originated by the 
prolongation into 1 call ε1, and vector α overcall α1. 

Form the Boolean vector representing the full state of a 
sequential circuit and denote it as ε1:α1.  

1. Having substituted vector ε1:α1 into transition 
functions of the sequential circuit we find the internal 
state α2. 

2. Find fragment δ from Rsi-1*, that is turned on 
vector α2 into 1 and the corresponding full state ε2:α2 
from Rsi-1*and so on till finding vector εi:αi that turns 
ROBDD Rs1* into 1. This Boolean vector provides one 
step transition in the state from M0. 

Input sequence ε1, ε2,…,εi is the shortest transfer 
sequence into M0.  
 
4. Conclusion 
 

New approach to revealing existence of a transfer 
sequence into M0 of the length not more l and finding 
the shortest transfer sequence into M0 of the length not 
more l for a sequential circuit is suggested. The 
approach is based on applying operations either on 
ROBDDs (full ROBDDs), representing transition 
functions of a sequential circuit or fragments of these 
ROBDDs. Multiplications of the proper ROBDDs are 
executed with using full ROBDDs, but summations-
with using the ROBDDs fragments. The operations on 
ROBDDs have a polynomial complexity.  
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